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I. ST A TEMENT OF THE CASE 
After the second jury trial in this case, the lower-court issued its decision on a reasonable 
attorneys' fees award to the prevailing party, Jesus Hurtado. This second trial was the capstone 
of approximately five years of litigation, including a first trial and appeal of the first trial. 
Nonetheless, the lower-court, when attempting to calculate a reasonable attorneys' fee, took a 
compartmentalized approach, and did not award fees for pre-trial work before the first trial, nor 
for work during the first trial. See, Exh. A. Furthermore, the lower-court declined to award fees 
for all but two (2) hours of work done by an associating attorney during the second trial. Exh. A, 
pp. 7-8. In the end, the lower-court awarded fees on an hourly basis, but only awarde $13,520.00 
for the five years of litigation work. 
II. ISSUES ON APPEAL 
Whether it was an abuse of discretion for the lower-court to disallow attorneys' fees 
recovery for hours spent prior to and during the first trial? Additionally, whether it was an abuse 
of discretion for the lower-court to disallow attorneys' fees recovery for hours spent by an 
associating attorney during the second trial? 
III. DISCUSSION 
A) RIGHT TO ATTORNEYS' FEES UNDER IC§ 12-120(3) 
Idaho Code Sec. 12-120(3) requires that attorneys' fees be granted to the prevailing party 
when the action is to recover on a "commercial transaction." See, Walker v. American Cyanamid 
Co., 130 Idaho 824, 834 (1997) (citing Bott v. Idaho State Bldg. Auth., 122 Idaho 471,481 
(1992)). Attorneys' fees under 12-120(3) are only appropriate where "the commercial 
transaction is integral to the claim, and constitutes the basis upon which the party is attempting to 
recover." Id This Court has previously ruled that 12-120(3) does command a grant of attorneys' 
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fees when the suit is a products liabi1ity case based on an express warranty. Id at 826, 34. The 
reasoning provided by this Court was that the warranty is "part of' the transaction. Id at 834. 
Although this Court has yet to rule similarly in a case like this one, involving an implied 
warranty, the result should be the same. Implied warranties are every bit a "part of' a transaction 
as express warranties. Therefore, Idaho Code Sec. 12-120(3) requires a grant of attorneys' fees 
to the prevailing party in this case, which is based on the implied warranty of merchantability. 
The lower-court in this case recognized that the Cross-Appellant, as the prevailing party, 
was entitled to an award of under 12-120(3). However, the lower-court abused its discretion 
when calculating the amount of the fee award. 
BJ STANDARD OF REVIEW 
"A trial court's calculation of reasonable attorney fees is reviewed for abuse of 
discretion." Grtffith v. Clear Lakes Trout Co., 146 Idaho 613,622 (2009) (citing Lettunich v. 
Lettunich, 145 Idaho 746, 749 (2008)). To determine whether the lower-court in this case abused 
its discretion, this Court must consider: '" (1) whether the trial court correctly perceived the issue 
as one of discretion; (2) whether the trial court acted within the outer boundaries of its discretion 
and consistently with the legal standards applicable to the specific choices available to it; and (3) 
whether the trial court reached its decision by an exercise of reason.'" Id In this case, the 
lower-court did recognize the issue as one of discretion, and at least attempted to follow the legal 
standard for reasonable attorneys' fees set out in I.R.C.P. § 54(e)(3). However, the lower-court 
did not "reach its decision by exercise of reason." 
CJ THE LOWER-COURT SHOULD HAVE AWARDED ATTORNEYS' FEES ON THE CASE AS 
A WHOLE 
In this case, the lower-court awarded fees based on an hourly-rate calculation. However, 
the lower-court specifically did not award fees for time spent preparing the case (most of which 
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occurred prior to the first trial), and time spent prosecuting the first jury trial. Exh. A, p. 4. The 
lower-court separated Mr. DeHaan's time into three categories: pre-trial work, first trial, and 
second trial. See, Exh. A. The lower-court concluded that any time spent in preparation solely 
for the first trial, and any time spent prosecuting the first trial, could not be recovered because 
the Cross-Appellant did not "recover" on the first trial (the jury verdict was reversed on Appeal). 
Exh. A., p. 4. The lower-court also concluded that it would be too difficult to determine how 
much of the trial preparation before the first trial contributed to trying the second trial, and so 
declined to award any fees for trial preparation. Therefore, instead of determining the prevailing 
party on the case as a whole, the lower-court attempted to determine a prevailing party, and 
award fees accordingly, on each litigation step toward the Cross-Appellant finally prevailing on 
the case. This "compartmentalized" calculation method was specifically rejected in Grif}zth v. 
Clear Lakes Trout Co., supra. 
In Grif}tth, the losing party argued that the lower-court should have "compartmentalized 
the fees by the stage of the case in which they were incurred." Id at 623. This Court disagreed, 
instead holding that it was reasonable for the lower-court to award fees on the case as a whole. 
Id This Court agreed with and quoted that lower-court's reasoning: 
[V]iewing the case as a whole, the final steps in this case were merely the 
capstone of years of effort on the Griffiths' part to redress their grievances. As 
such, the court will not view the hours expended after remand, or the latest 
amount recovered in a vacuum; rather, the court views the entire result obtained, 
and the hours required to do so. The entire case took 851 hours to prosecute, 
including filing a cross-appeal to establish an entitlement to additional damages 
for the final two years of the contract. As such, the court concludes that the 
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additional $66,573.56 is reasonable and will, therefore, order that amount paid to 
the Griffiths. 
Id (alteration in original). 
Just like in Grfffith, the second trial in this case was "merely the capstone of years of 
effort ... to redress ... grievances." Therefore, just like in Grffjith, the lower-court in this case 
should not have viewed the time expended after the remand, or even the amount recovered on 
this second trial, in a "vacuum." Rather, the lower-court should have looked at the hours 
required to obtain the "entire result." 
This entire case took 663 .2 hours. See, Exh. B. Of that, 231. 7 was lawyer work billed at 
$200/hour ($46,340.00), 82 was associating lawyer work billed at $150/hour, ($12,300.00), 
181.95 was paralegal work billed at $75/hour ($13,646.00), and 167.55 was paralegal work 
billed at $50/hour (8,455.00). Exh. B, internal exh. A, pp. 5, 11, 20, internal exh. B, pp. 1,3, 
internal exh. D, pp. 1-3. Adding all of the total expenses yields $80,741.00 (the $80,744.00 
prayed for was a slight miscalculation). After viewing this case in a compartmentalized manner, 
the lower-court only awarded $13,520.00 in hourly-rate attorneys' fees. Exh. A, p. 8. Under 
Gr(fjith this compartmentalized calculation method is not a proper exercise of reason. Rather, if 
the lower-court had exercised reason in reaching its decision, it would have followed the method 
approved in Gr(fjith, viewed the case as a whole, and awarded the $80,741.00 required to obtain 
the entire result. 
D) LOWER-COURT SHOULD HAVE ALLOWED ATTORNEYS' FEES RECOVERY FOR 
THE EFFORTS OF THE ASSOCIATING A1TORNEY DURING THE SECOND TRIAL 
The lower-court in this case did not merely limit fees to the hours spent on the second 
trial. Additionally, the lower-court declined to grant recovery for all but two (2) hours of 
associate attorney work. Exh. A, p. 7. This decision was not based on an exercise of reason. 
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The court reasoned that much of the associate time was spent preparing for and sitting in on trial, 
and therefore was not necessary. Id What the lower-court fails to realize is that the work of the 
associating attorney, Mr. Earl, and that of Mr. Dehaan, was not duplicative. From the fees 
affidavit, it is clear that Mr. Earl was tasked with preparing for trial, and preparing for various 
motions and other issues likely to come up during trial. Exh. B, internal exh. D, pp. 2-3. Mr. 
Earl taking on these tasks allowed Mr. DeHaan to focus on other work. In order for Mr. Earl to 
properly execute these tasks, it was also necessary for him to sit in on trial. Therefore, the time 
spent by Mr. Earl in preparing for trial, trial motions, and sitting in on the trial was necessary, 
and he lower-court's conclusion to the contrary was not based on an exercise of reason. 
Therefore, the lower-court should have awarded the costs of the associating attorney work. 
One sub-issue discussed, but not directly ruled on by the lower-court, was whether 
recovery should be granted for legal secretary work. The lower-court determined that, although 
I.R.C.P. § 54(e)(l) does provide for recovery of paralegal costs, there should be no recovery for 
legal secretary costs. Exh. A, pp. 5-6. The lower-court distinguished a paralegal and a legal 
secretary by concluding that, because the secretary is paid a wage by the lawyer, secretarial costs 
constitute overhead, but paralegal costs do not. This distinction was not an exercise of reason. 
Paralegals, like legal secretaries, are also paid a wage by the lawyer, and therefore paralegal 
costs are as much "overhead" as secretarial costs. Therefore, the lower-court's distinction is 
flawed, and its conclusion to paralegal costs but not legal secretary costs can be recovered was 
not based on an exercise of reason. If this case is remanded, this Court should instruct the lower 
court not to distinguish between paralegal costs and legal secretary costs, instead granting 
recovery for both. 
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IV. ATTORNEYS' FEES ON APPEAL 
Idaho Code Sec. 12-120(3) requires that attorneys' fees be granted to the prevailing party, 
both at the trial level and on appeal, when the action is to recover in a "commercial transaction." 
See, Walker v. American Cyanamid Co., 130 Idaho 824, 834 (1997) (citing Bott v. Idaho State 
Bldg. Auth., 122 Idaho 4 71, 481 (1992)). Attorneys' fees under 12-120(3) are only appropriate 
where "the commercial transaction is integral to the claim, and constitutes the basis upon which 
the party is attempting to recover." Id. This Court has previously ruled that 12-120(3) does 
command a grant of attorneys' fees when the suit is a products liability case based on an express 
warranty. Id. at 826, 34. The reasoning provided by this Court was that the warranty is "part of' 
the transaction. Id at 834. Although this Court has yet to rule similarly in a case like this one, 
involving an implied warranty, the result should be the same. Implied warranties are every bit a 
"part of' a transaction as express warranties. Therefore, Idaho Code Sec. 12-120(3) requires a 
grant of attorneys' fees to the prevailing party in this case, which is based on the implied 
warranty of merchantability. 
V. CONCLUSION 
The lower-court failed to exercise reason when reaching its decision on a reasonable 
attorneys' fees award. The lower-court calculated fees using a compartmentalized approach. 
Rather, proper reasoning dictates that the lower-court should have viewed the case as a whole, 
and a\varded fees for all of the hours expended to redress Mr. Hurtado's grievances. Therefore, 
this Court should remand the case to the trial court with instructions to grant reasonable fees for 
all time expended on the case, pre-trial, first trial, and second trial. Furthermore, this Court 
should hold that the lower-court did not exercise reason when it concluded that all but two (2) 
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hours of associating attorney time was unnecessary. Therefore, this Court should further direct 
the trial-court to grant reasonable attorneys' for all of the associating attorneys' time. 
Respectfully submitted this day of August, 2011 
Law Office of Harry DeHaan 
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EXHIBIT A 
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DISTRICT COURT 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS 
JESUS HURTADO AND JOHN 
REITSMA, 
Plaintiffs, 
vs. 
LAND O'LAKES, INC, 
Defendant. 
Case No. CV 2005-5309 
MEMORANDUM OPINION RE COSTS 
AND ATTORNEY FEES AND MOTION 
FOR SANCTIONS 
INTRODUCTION 
On December 13, 2010 the Court heard oral argument on Plaintiffs Motion for 
Attorney Fees and Costs, ruled that Plaintiff was the prevailing party in this case and is 
entitled to an award of attorney fees for the reasons stated on the record. The Court 
also denied Plaintiffs' claim for costs for the reasons stated on the record, to wit: that 
Plaintiffs had failed to timely file an itemization of the claimed costs. The Court also 
heard oral argument on Defendant's Motion for Sanctions. This Memorandum 
constitutes the Court's findings of fact and conclusions of law as to the amount of those 
fees that are awarded and its ruling on the Motion for Sanctions. 
MEMORANDUM OPINION RE COSTS AND ATTORNEY FEES AND MOTIOI\J FOR 
SANCTIONS - 1 
ANALYSIS AND DECISION 
Plaintiffs ask for an award of $80,744 in attorney fees. This fee request is for 
three categories of time spent in this case: 1) 408.44 hours billed at $41,028.50 for work 
done prior to the first trial; 2) 110.2 hours billed at $14,195.50 for the first trial; and 3) 
151.1 hours billed at $25,520 for the second trial. Plaintiffs counsel also states that he 
incurred 77.66 hours relating to the appeal but concedes that those fees are not 
awardable in this case because Plaintiffs did not prevail on appeal. These billings, as 
drafted, include claims for secretarial and paralegal time prior to the second trial 
However at oral argument counsel stated that the reference to secretarial time was in 
error, i.e. all non attorney time was paralegal time. In the category 3 billing (second trial) 
$12,300 is claimed for the time of "R.E."1, an associate attorney of Mr. DeHaan who bills 
at $150 per hour. 
During oral argument the Court discussed the factors in I.R.C.P. 54(e) with 
counsel. The Court made the statement that it was unable to ascertain whether the fee 
charged to the client was on a fixed contingent basis or on an hourly basis. The Court 
stated that it concluded that the client was being billed on an hourly basis throughout 
this case. Plaintiffs counsel did not correct this statement. However, as will be more fully 
explained, Defendant's counsel challenges this conclusion in his briefing, stating that 
Mr. DeHaan previously claimed he was employed on a contingency fee basis. 
Defendant does not challenge Plaintiff's counsel's hourly billing rate of $200 per 
hour or Mr. Earl's hourly billing rate of $150 per hour. It does challenge the accuracy of 
1 The Court knows that "R.E." is attorney Ryan Earl who appeared throughout the trial but did not 
participate in the trial. 
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the actual time spent in prosecution of this case and alleges that the time stated is 
either exaggerated or inflated. Defendant does assert that Plaintiffs should not be 
awarded fees for issues they did not prevail on: claims involving Valley Co-Ops and 
claims of fraud, negligence and breach of contract for services. It asserts that Plaintiffs 
have failed to allocate the time spent on those portions of the case for which they did 
not prevail. Defendant challenges the claim for secretarial and paralegal fees. Finally 
Defendant asserts that Plaintiffs have not supported their fee claim as required by the 
rules of procedure. 
In its brief Defendant points out that after the first trial Plaintiffs' counsel 
represented that he was employed on a contingent fee basis. The Court did not recall 
this assertion at the time of oral argument and did not inquire of counsel about t~1is other 
than to state that the Court assumed from the Plaintiffs' billing format that the case was 
being handled on an hourly basis. Because this Court had not presided over the first 
trial or the post trial motions the Court reviewed the record in order to ascertain the 
basis for Mr. Maguire's assertion. Upon doing so the Court examined the post trial 
pleadings of the first trial which were handled by Judge Melanson. There Mr. DeHaan 
flied a motion for fees following the first trial and stated in his fee affidavit in support of 
that motion: "I have this matter on a contingent fee of thirty three percent (33%) and 
therefore my attorney's fee would be $37,125.00 for the prosecution of this action.2 
Affidavit of Harry DeHaan for Attorney Fees and Costs filed November 6, 2007. In his 
memorandum opinion denying attorney fees and costs filed on January 22, 2008, Judge 
Melanson held that Plaintiffs were not entitled to any costs or fees because they had not 
2 The jury verdict in the first trial was $112,500. One third of that number actually equals $37,500, not 
$37, 150. 
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been properly supported as required by I.R.C.P. 54(e)(3). That decision was not altered 
by the Supreme Court in its opinion on appeal. 
As stated on the record at oral argument the Court recognizes that the award of 
attorney fees is a discretionary matter. In its discretion the Court will not award attorney 
fees for the "pretrial work" (category 1) or for the first trial (category 2). There are 
several reasons for this decision. First and foremost the issue of an award of attorney 
fees through the first trial has been previously resolved against the Plaintiffs. Judge 
Melanson denied attorney fees through the first trial. The Idaho Supreme Court did not 
vacate or reverse that decision. Specifically when this case was remanded for new trial 
the Supreme Court did not vacate the trial court's denial of attorney fees. 
Second, the record unequivocally states that Mr. DeHaan handled this case (at 
least through the first trial) on a contingency fee basis. The Court is aware that it can 
(and should) consider the actual time spent by an attorney in evaluating a fee claim 
regardless of whether the attorney/client fee c1greement is contingent or hourly. 
Likewise the Court is aware that it can in appropriate cases award fees greater than 
would be calculated under a contingency fee calculation. However, having considered 
these options the Court concludes that Plaintiffs were not entitled to a fee award 
through the first trial. Because the case was remanded for a new trial there was no 
recovery through that first trial. Finally, since the Supreme Court overturned the verdict 
and judgment of the first trial, the Court finds it inappropriate to award fees for the time 
spent in that trial. The Court will further discuss the appropriateness of considering the 
pre trial fee claim below. 
MEMORANDUM OPINION RE COSTS AND ATTORNEY FEES AND MOTION FOR 
SANCTIONS - 4 
The Court is now placed in an untenable position of ascertaining the fee 
agreement between Plaintiffs and their counsel. The only written averment of counsel 
in this regard is the fee affidavit submitted in 2007 stating that Mr. DeHaan was 
employed on a contingency fee basis. At oral argument Mr. DeHaan did not correct the 
Court's conclusion that this was an hourly fee case. Certainly it is possible that Plaintiffs 
and counsel agreed to an hourly fee after the Supreme Court granted a new trial. 
Certainly it is possible that the fee agreement is still a contingency fee and that the 
hourly billings were submitted so that the Court could have a complete record of all of 
the time spent in this case (a presentation that was not made following the first trial). 
The Court is left to speculate on t~1is issue and should not be required to do so. The 
record has not been corrected since the filing of counsel's affidavit following the first 
trial. The Court therefore concludes that this matter is being handled on a contingency 
fee basis. 
The question remains whether there should be an award for the time (over 
$40,000) spent in preparation for the first trial, and the benefit that work provided for the 
second trial. This sum represents 118.05 hours or $8,853.50 of a paralegal's time billed 
at $75 per hour, and 167.55 hours or $8,455 of a secretary's time billed at $50 per 
hour.3 An award of attorney fees may include paralegal fees. I.R.C.P. 54(e)(1). There is 
no basis in the rules for awarding fees for secretarial time. A secretary's time is but part 
of office overhead and is compensated through compensation of the attorney. A 
paralegal, in this Court's view, is someone who has paralegal training and education. 
There is no showing in this record that any of the "paralegal" billing or "secretarial" 
3 At oral argument counsel stated that there was an "error" in the affidavit and that all of the claimed 
secretarial time was actually paralegal time. However counsel has never filed an affidavit correcting this 
error. 
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billing" was actually performed by a person or persons who hold this status. Moreover, 
comparing the various dates of work it appears to the Court that there were at least two 
individuals identified in these billings because they were originally billed at different 
rates on the same days. In short, Plaintiffs have failed to properly document their 
entitlement to any of the claimed time for secretaries or paralegals. Plaintiffs were not 
billed for this time (since this was a contingency fee case at the time) and it is not, within 
the Court's discretion, reasonable to award any fees for either of these categories. 
The $40,000 claim also represents 122.84 hours or $23,720 of Mr. DeHaan's 
time. A great deal of the time spent in this category relates to claims made against 
Valley Co-op. In particular, a great deal of the time relates to the defense of that 
defendant's motion for summary judgment and the removal of this case to federal court. 
Plaintiffs did not prevail on these matters and the Court finds that those fees do not 
sufficiently relate to the claim against Defendant Land O'Lakes such that they should be 
awarded against that defendant. Some of the claimed time relating to other matters 
seems clearly excessive to this Court. For example the entries of 4/17/07, 4/23/07, 
5/01/07, 5/02/07, and 5/03/07 (two entries one of w~1ich refers to "strategy with Harry" 
which is billed under Mr. DeHaan's name) total $2,700. This is clearly excessive for a 
motion to compel. Some of the entries appear to relate to work performed by staff. For 
example, on 10/11/07 there is an entry of "prepare Fax Cover Sheet for David Maguire 
and fax discovery to him." This billing is attributed to Mr. DeHaan. While a very minor 
point, it calls into question the authenticity and accuracy of this billing ledger. Coupled 
with other errors identified in this memorandum, this Court has great concerns about the 
accuracy of the billings. The Court does not doubt that Mr. DeHaan performed 
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otherwise billable legal services prior to the first trial. The Court's difficulty is 
ascertaining how much of that billing is accurately attributed to counsel's time actually 
spent in this case. For these and the other reasons set forth above the Court in its 
discretion declines to consider an award of "hourly fees" relating to the first pretrial 
stage of this case beyond that of a contingency fee award. 
Mathematically, on a purely contingency fee basis, the Court should award a fee 
of $10,000 in this case. However, as indicated above the Court is permitted to consider 
a higher award if the factors under I.R.C.P. 54(e) (3) justify such an award. Conversely, 
the Court is permitted to consider a lesser award than that computed by the contingency 
fee calculation. Ultimately the Court is required to determine a "reasonable fee" after 
applying the Rule 54(e)(3) factors. I.R.C.P. 54(e) (1 ); Na/en v. Jenkins, 113 Idaho 79 
(Ct. App. 1987). As part of this process the Court has carefully examined the fee claim 
relating to the second trial, i.e. $25,520. The affidavit does not assert any claim relating 
to the second trial for secretarial or paralegal time. Thus consideration of any of 
Defendant's objections on these issues as to the second trial is unnecessary. Plaintiffs 
have adequately itemized the work performed. Defendant's objection on t~1is point is 
not sustained. The time claimed for Mr. DeHaan is consistent with the time spent in the 
first trial, this Court's review of the file in this case, and the Court's observations of the 
actual trial itself. However, approximately $12,300 in attorney billing attributed to 
counsel Earl is included in the claim. By far the vast majority of the billed time relates to 
"attendance at trial", "trial prep", or preparation of the fee claim in this case. It appears 
that Mr. Earl did prepare the motion for fees. An allowance of 2 hours ($300) for that 
task is reasonable. The balance of the claimed time is not reasonable. This case did 
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not merit two attorney's time. The time for preparation of the exhibits filed in support of 
the fee award are properly allocated to a secretary or paralegal, not to an attorney 
billing $150 per hour. There has been no itemization of these assistants time. 
The Court finds that a reasonable fee based upon "time" billing would therefore 
be $13,520 ($25,520 minus $12,000). This sum exceeds the "contingency fee" 
calculation by $3,520. In this case the Court concludes that the ultimate reasonable fee 
to be awarded in this case is the sum of $13,520 considering all of the factors listed in 
I.R.C.P. 54(e)(3) which the Court has considered. This was a four day trial. Much of the 
preparation time in this case had already been completed years before. The actual time 
expended by Plaintiffs' counsel in the first trial was $14,195. This time was 
commensurate with the time actually billed in this case.4 In reaching this conclusion the 
court is aware that Plaintiffs did not prevail on the negligence issue. However, the time 
relating to this theory was relatively minor given the claim of breach of implied warrant. 
The Court will therefore award the sum of $13,520 as a reasonable attorney fee in this 
case subject to the offset discussed below. 
Defendant asks for sanctions against Plaintiffs and their counsel for improperly 
scheduling and not following thru with the deposition of Dr. Huston. Defendant asks for 
an award for Mr. Maguire's time of $487.50 ($195 per hour times 2.5 hours) and 
$1,057.50 ($235 per hour times 4.5 hours) as a sanction in this case for the time 
incurred by counsel and Dr. Huston in preparation for the deposition. However, the total 
sanction requested is $1,350.50, not the sum of the fees listed ($1,545). The Court 
assumes that these fees were actually incurred and paid by the Defendant. The Court 
4 It is of interest to the Court that no claim was made in this case for briefing on the judgment I\IOV and 
new trial motions, nor for the oral argument in this case If these times had been billed and claimed the 
time spent in both trials would nearly have been identical. 
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finds that Plaintiffs' counsel scheduled Dr. Huston's deposition that both Dr. Huston and 
Defendant's counsel prepared for that deposition, that the combined time reasonably 
spent for that preparation was at least $1,350.50 and that the deposition was effectively 
cancelled at the last minute by Plaintiffs' counsel without cause. It is the responsibility 
of the scheduling party to arrange for a telephone deposition including placing all of the 
parties on the telephone line. Even if all Mr. Maguire had to do to effectuate the 
deposition was to "punch a button" as Mr. DeHaan alleges, there is no explanation why 
Mr. DeHaan did not immediately make the necessary arrangements to conclude the 
deposition. It is truly unfortunate that the animosity between counsel did not permit a 
more amicable resolution of t~1is issue. However, the fact of the matter is that Plaintiffs' 
counsel did not complete the deposition after Mr. Maguire and Dr. Huston spent the 
time preparing for it. The Court finds that I.R.C.P. 37 permits the award of a sanction 
under the facts of this case, that a sanction is warranted, and the payment of $1,350.50, 
to be deducted from the attorney fee award in t~1is case is the appropriate remedy. 
CONCLUSION 
For the reasons set forth above Plaintiffs are awarded the sum $13,520, less the 
sanction of $1,350.50, or the sum of $12,169.50 as a reasonable attorney fee in this 
case. Mr. DeHaan is requested to prepare an Amended .Judgment to reflect this award. 
Randy J. st6k f 
District JuG/ge/~f ,.. 
1/1'~_/ 
[,.,/ 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the _!__ft_ day of December 2010, I caused to be served a 
true and correct copy of the foregoing, by the method indicated below, and addressed to 
the following: 
Harry DeHaan, Attorney at Law 
335 Blue Lakes Blvd. N. 
Twin Falls, Idaho 83301 
David Maguire, Attorney at Law 
P. 0. Box 4758 
Pocatello, Idaho 83205-4758 
( {U.S. Mail 
( ) Hand delivered 
( ) faxed 
( 1 Court Folder 
( v)' U.S. Mail 
( ) Hand delivered 
( ) Faxed 
( ) Court Folder 
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EXHIBITB 
Cross-Appellants' Brief-12-
(r(JJ 
Harry DeHaan Attorney~ 
Law 335 Blue Lakes Blvd. N. 
Twin Falls, [daho 83301 
Telephone: (208) 733-0731 
Facsimile: (208) 736-2029 
hany@harrydehaan.com 
A ttomey for Plaintiff 
[N THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS 
JESUS HURTADO and JOHN REITSMA, ) 
dba J & J CALF RANCH; ) Case No: CV 2005-5309 
) 
Plaintiffs, ) 
) AFFIDAVIT OF HARRY DEHAAN 
) FOR ATTORNEY FEES AND COSTS 
LAND O'LAKES, INC., a Minnesota ) 
Corporation; LAND O'LAKES PURfNA ) 
FEED, LLC; JOHN DOES AND JANE DOES) 
I-X; JOHN DOE CORPORATIONS I-V; ) 
) 
Defendants. ) 
STA TE OF IDAHO ) 
)ss. 
County of Twin Fails ) 
Harry DeHaan, being first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and says: 
1) That I am the Plaintiffs attorney, in the above-entitled action; 
2) That J have been practicing for 30+ years and currently bill out at an hourly fee of 
$200.00; which is a reasonable rate in the community for attorneys oflike experience; we 
charge $75.00 per hour for the paralegals in the office to save the client money in appropriate 
circumstances; 
3) That this case was a challenge due to the circumstantial aspect of the evidence and the 
language barrier between many of the key witnesses and myself; as well as the extended 
litigation; 
4) That this case involved numerous contested matters, many difficult questions of 
evidence and proof, and was a difficult and long, bitterly contested matter which took 
AFFIDAVIT OF HARRY DEHAAN FOR ATTORNEY FEES AND COSTS 
signiticant fortitude to bring to a successful conclusion; 
5) This matter involved a request for $175,000, and was successfully prosecuted to a 
favorable jury verdict on two different occasions 
6) That my office has 759.85 hours involved in this matter; both attorney time and 
paralegals; dating from the initial client interview in November 2005 to the present date; that I 
have appeared and prepared numerous documents, been present at, prepared for, and argued at 
several hearings, to include two multi-day .iury trials. 
Exhibits "A," "B," "C," and "D," are attached as an itemized billing divided into the 
following stages I) Case Preparation/Pretrial; II) First Trial; III) Appeal; and IV) Second trial. 
7) These calculations are summarized as Exhibit "E." 
8) The attached costs were actually expended in the prosecution of this case. These fees 
and costs are fair and reasonable and reflect professional services actually expended on this 
case. 
DATED thisl/1ctayofNovember, 2010. 
C\ . -1---I ' ''1$ 'V\ 1,',C::1,_J,J.,_v \'.:o,L\_ ( ( \'.i C1-' ,/ 
_H_AR_R_Y_D_\-Il_A __ A_N__ , 
Attorney for.'P1aintiffs 
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the (7"ff-~ay of /v tf ._) 20 ~c , I served a true and 
accurate copy of the AFFIDAVIT OF HARRY DEHAAN FOR ATTORNEY FEES AND COSTS by the 
method indicated below and to the following: 
David H. Maguire 
MAGUIRE & KRESS Post 
Office Box 4758 Pocatello, 
Idaho 83205-4758 
l] U.S. Mail 
~<l Facsimile to (208) 232-5181 
{> 
Z,, ,/•·"C.... 
Heather Eames 
Legal Assistant 
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Exhibit A 
Exhibit A Stage I Case Preparation/ Pretrial Attorney and staff fees 
Attorney hourly fee: $200, Paralegal and Legal Secretary hourly fees: $75, $50 
Date Total hrs Billable$ Description Attorney Work 
l l /14/2005 
I l /18/2005 
11/21/2005 
12/112005 
12/5/2005 
3/1/2005 
6/13/2006 
6/\4/2006 
7/5/2006 
8/ l 7/2006 
l 0/23/2006 
l 0/23/2006 
12/4/2006 
l 2/13/2006 
12/ t 8/2006 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2.3 
2 
0.5 
6 
2 
200 HDH initial meeting with client 
400 HDH Prepare, Review and Draft summons and complaint 
400 HDH Prepare, Review and Draft summons and complaint 
400 HOH Prepare, Review and Draft summons and complaint 
400 Final Review of documents before case filing; file 
400 HDH Received notice of appearance and answer to complaint, review and discussion with legal staff 
200 HDH Two telephone conferences with David Maguire regarding scheduling some time for HDH to speak with David 
regarding this case and the scheduling Order. 
400 HDH Conference with Dr Tripp and discussed strategy 
460 HDH Drafted Inter. and filed 2 hours; Meeting about trouble getting documents needed Harry is going to call John 
Reitsma 
400 HOH Draft Motion to Remand to State Coun and Notice 
200 HOH Review of file. 
200 HOH Attended Scheduling Conference at the Courthouse. 
100 HDH Telephonic Hearing this morning re: Motion to Continue Trial Setting. 
1200 HOH Deposition of John and Jesus in the law office. 
400 HDH had conf with Dr. Marie Bulgen & with Dr. Tripp 
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l /3112007 
2/2/2007 
2/5/2007 
2/13/2007 
2116/2007 
2/26/2007 
2/26/2007 
3/28/2007 
412 "2007 
4/3/2007 
4/6/2007 
4/9/2007 
417'200: 
4/23/2007 
Exhibit A Stage I Case Preparation/ Pretrial Attorney and staff fees 
Attorney hourly fee: $200, Paralegal and Legal Secretary hourly fees: $75, $50 
1.25 
2.5 
0.8 
2.5 
3 
2 
2 
3 
2.5 
5 
1.5 
200 HOH attend Deposition of John Reitsma 
250 HOH Draft motions to continue and object to summary judgment 
500 HDH finish motion to continue, objection to summary judgment, HOH Motion for Summary Judgment response revie1 
200 HDH Review of opposition to MSJ presented by Terrence Jones. 
200 HDH Telephone Conf w/ David Maguire, Terrence Jones, Bevan 
160 HOH Attended status conference. 
500 HDH Review Summary Judgment documentation; Drafted documentation for hearing to move the morion for summar: 
Judgment hearing; prepared order and affidavit 
600 HOH Preparation of Motion for Order Shortening Time and Preparation for Hearing on Summary Judgment Motion: 
Preparation of Affidavits 
400 HOH Review Motion for Summary Judgment and legal research 
200 HOH appearance for motion to continue and drafting order for court 
600 HOH Conference with staff; assignments made; Objection and arguments to summary judgment prep; review 
deposition; work on case in text map 
500 HOH Hearing result for motion for summary judgment review; communication with client 
1000 HOH Editing motion to compel and memo in support, review of rules of civil procedure, review of answers from 
Land O' Lakes, review of deposition of McFarland, finalizing documents for fling 
300 HDH preparation of Motion to Compel and Memo and Affidavit in support thereof 
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Exhibit A Stage I Case Preparation/ Pretrial Attorney and staff fees 
Attorney hourly fee: $200, Paralegal and Legal Secretary hourly fees: $75, $50 
4/24/2007 2 400 HOH meeting with Jim Killing 
200 HOH preparation of documents for Motion to Compel discovery, review of poriions of deposition transcripts for 
5/J 12007 
relevant citations. 
., 600 HOH preparing for hearing on motion to compel, review of file and response, drafting points for oral argument on _) 
5/2/2007 
motion, reviewing rules of civil procedure, case law research on discovery and motions to compel 
5/3/2007 0.5 100 HOH review and finalize documents needed for argument on motion to compel, discussion case with staff 
5/3/2007 0.5 100 HOH Review and finalize documents needed for argument on motion to compel, strategy with Harry) 
5/7/2007 2 400 HOH Motion to Compel Hearing 
5/30/2007 200 HDH Review second production from defendant 
7/9/2007 200 HOH Preparation for Depositions 
7/9/2007 2.5 500 HOH Depositions in Nampa by telephone, Dr. English and Jesus Hurtado 
8/20/2007 0.1 20 HOH Review file. 
8/22/2007 0.8 160 HOH Telephone Conf w/Scott Tripp 
8/22/2007 0.8 160 HOH Dictation of Motion in Response to Motion to Strike Dr. Harness 
R/23/2007 2 400 HOH Revise Objection to Motion to Disqualify Dr. Harness: trial preparation. 
8/3 l /2007 0.5 100 HOH Conf w/Shon in office re: condition of Calf Ranch and prep for Pusillo 
9/4/2007 l .5 250 HOH Draft Motion in Limine re: Formulation; review Plaintiffs Objection to Motion for Summary Judgment 
9/6/2007 2 400 HOH Travel to Calf Ranch, met with Shon, interviewed Dr. Harness and analyzed condition of dairy 
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9/7/2007 
9/12/2007 
9/13/2007 
9/l 4/2007 
9/17/2007 
9/24/2007 
l 0/8/2007 
I 0/9/2007 
I 0/9/2007 
10/10/2007 
l 0/10/2007 
l 0/10/2007 
10/1 1/2007 
l 0/ l l /2007 
Exhibit A Stage I Case Preparation/ Pretrial Attorney and staff fees 
Attorney hourly fee: $200, Paralegal and Legal Secretary hourly fees: $75, $50 
8 1600 HDH Travel to dairy, met with McGwire and Pusillo (expert from Iowa) 
200 HDH Prepare Plaintiffs' First Supplemental Answers to Defendants' First Interrogatories; prepare Notice of Service 
of Discovery. 
200 HDH Case Prep 
0.7 140 HDH Legal Research, Review Photos & file 
200 HDH Review file, prepare reply brief, prepare affidavit for newly discovered witness 
0.5 100 HDH Draft Motion in Limine 
2 400 HDH Trial Prep and Review 
2 400 HDH prep for pretrial conf 
l.5 300 HOH Final Pretrial Conf w/Judge Bevans and opposing council 
2 400 HDH Trial Prep & Review 
200 HDH conf w/Jim Killin in office 
200 HDH Confer with John Reitsma 
0.1 20 HDH Review report From Ed Harness 
l.5 300 HDH Travel to & Meet W/Shaun & Calf Ranch 
4 
l 0/l 1 /2007 
200 HDH Prepare list of problems Defendants disclosed in discovery with milk replacer; telephone call to Reitsma's office 
for address; prepare Order Compelling Records from Ed Harness, DVM; telephone call to District Court re. Judge 
Bevan's availability; telephone call to Dr. Harness re. document production; conference with Dr. Harness re. 
documents; revise Plaintiffs Responses to Defendant's Supplemental Requests for Production; prepare Notice of 
Service of Discovery; prepare Fax Cover Sheet for David Maguire and fax discovery to him. 
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Date 
10/15/2007 
10/16/2007 
l 0/16/2007 
l 0/19/2007 
10/19/2007 
10/19/2007 
Exhibit A Stage I Case Preparation/ Pretrial Attorney and staff fees 
Attorney hourly fee: $200, Paralegal and Legal Secretary hourly fees: $75, $50 
Total hrs Billable$ Description Attorney Work 
4 800 HOH case prep, Exhibits, Jury Instructions 
3 600 HOH case prep 
0.5 100 HOH Hearing on Motions in Limine-
2 400 HOH case prep 
2 400 HOH Conf w/Jesus re trial Q & A- went to court house to prep 
4 800 HOH Minidoka- conf w/Judge 
Totals: Hrs. l 22.84 $23,720.00 
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Exhibit A Stage I Case Preparation/ Pretrial Attorney and staff fees 
Attorney hourly fee: $200, Paralegal and Legal Secretary hourly fees: $75, $50 
Date Total hrs 
3/13/2006 0.1 
3/13/2006 0.1 
3/15/2006 2.5 
5/26/2006 0.5 
5!3112006 0.3 
6/l /2006 0. l 
6/l 3/2006 0.2 
6/21/2006 0.1 
6/26/2006 0.6 
6/27/2006 l .8 
6/30/2006 0.5 
7/612006 0.3 
7/6/2006 0.2 
7/6/2006 0.2 
8/18/2006 0.5 
Billable$ 
7.5 
7.5 
187.5 
37.5 
22.5 
7.5 
15 
7.5 
45 
135 
37.5 
22.5 
15 
15 
37.5 
Description Paralegal Work 
Prepared interrogatories and production requests for filing discovery. 
Telephone conference with John Reitsma regarding where to mail the Answer to the Complaint. 
Editing the Interrogatories and Requests for Production 
Transcribed letter to David Maguire regarding milk replacer. 
Telephone conference with the Clerk of the Court regarding scheduling hearing; two telephone conferences with the 
opposing counsel's assistant regarding said hearing. 
Calendared Scheduling Conference and new assignments for case. 
Telephone conference with opposing atty re schedule. Decided to amend pleadings and add Valley Coop and defeat 
federal jurisdiction 
Telephone conference with Melony, the opposing counsel's assistant, regarding tomorrow's scheduling conference. 
Started working on the First Set of Interrogatories and Requests for Production that HDH dictated. 
Completed the First Set oflnterrogatories and Requests for Production that HOH dictated. 
Prep discovery for mailing; copied, scanned and mailed. 
Two telephone conferences with Melanie at the opposing counsel's office regarding emailing the Discovery. I emailed 
her the First set of Interrogatories and Requests for Production. 
Electronic filing of Stipulation to Amend Complaint with Patty. 
Drafted Order and mailed Stipulation emailed also to judge per phone call to clerk 
Worked on the Electronic Filing with Patty regarding getting a copy of the Order for the case. 
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Exhibit A Stage I Case Preparation/ Pretrial Attorney and staff fees 
Attorney hourly fee: $200, Paralegal and Legal Secretary hourly fees: $75, $50 
9/6/2006 0.3 
9/7/2006 0.3 
9/27/2006 0.2 
10/2/2006 0.3 
l 0/20/2006 0.1 
1 I /13/2006 0.8 
11/14/2006 0.1 
12/13/2006 0.2 
12/1812006 0.2 
1/11/2007 0.8 
1/18/2007 1 
1/19/2007 0.8 
1/19/2007 0.8 
l/29/2007 0.25 
l /29/2007 1.5 
2/2/2007 1.25 
22.5 
22.5 
IS 
22.5 
7.5 
60 
7,5 
1 S 
l 5 
60 
75 
60 
60 
18.75 
112.5 
93.75 
Electronically filed the Stipulation and Amended Complaint. 
Edited on Order and Stipulation 
Went on Internet to PACER account to get ORDER information regarding remanding to the State Court. 
Amended the Summons and Complaint; as well as, letter to Sheriff regarding serving the Amended Complaint. 
Called court and spoke with Sherry RE: Hearing on Monday, HOH will need to be there 
Transcribed letter to opposing counsel, Terrence Jones, went through file and copied all pleadings and mailed. 
Left Message with Terrence S. Jones' Assistant regarding entering an order to the court for a Motion to Continue Trial 
Setting. 
Two telephone conference with Linda and Terrence Jones' office regarding pleadings. 
Scanned and emailed infonnation to Dr. Scott Tripp. per HOH. 
Question regarding Va11 ey Co-o-s First set of Interrogatories to plaintiffs, prep for answering interrogatones. Set up 
the file in Microsoft word Started transcribing HDH' s dictation regarding said answers 
Transcribed answers to discovery. 
Completed Transcribing the Answers to Interrogatories. 
Cont working on answers to interrogatories. 
Telephone Conf w/Terrance Jones RE: continuing motion for summary judgment 
Review Motion for Summary Judgment and legal research 
Make corrections, per HOH to motion to continue and objection to summary judgment 
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Exhibit A Stage I Case Preparation/ Pretrial Attorney and staff fees 
Attorney hourly fee: $200, Paralegal and Legal Secretary hourly fees: $75~ $50 
2/5/2007 0.5 
2/5/2007 0.3 
2/7/2007 0.2 
2/13/2007 0.2 
2/14/2007 0.1 
2/15/2007 0.5 
2116/2007 0.1 
2/16/2007 0.5 
2/16/2007 0.5 
2/23/2007 0.1 
3/30/2007 5.5 
4/2/2007 2.5 
37.5 
22.5 
15 
15 
7.5 
37.5 
7 5 
3 7.5 
37.5 
7.5 
412.5 
187.5 
Created Fax Memorandum; Faxed response to MSJ to opposing counsels; took to courthouse and filed. 
Went through scheduling conference order to verify motion for summary judgment response. 
Scanned, copied and mailed the Motion to Continue Hearing for Summary Judgment and Memorandum in\ 
Opposition to Defendant Valley Co-Op's Motion for Summary Judgment 
Called the clerk to try and set a hearing to continue the Motion for Summary Judgment Hearing. 
Telephone conference with Sherry; they will not schedule a Notice of Hearing for the Motion to Continue; Judge 
Bevan does his criminal cases all next week (February 19-23, 2007). 
Telephone conference with the clerk; telephone conference with all opposing counsel; transcribed notice of telephonic 
hearing regarding motion to continue the MSJ hearing. 
Telephone conversation with Maguire's assistant; she wants HDH's Affidavit re-faxed to her; I did so. 
Compiled the MSJ information for this morning's hearing for HDH. 
Called AT&T operator to schedule conference call for Hearing this morning at 11 :00 a.m. 
Phone conference with the Judge's clerk; she rescheduled the Motion for Summary Judgment Hearing for April 4, 
2007; calendared new date. 
Editing and filing motion to shorten time and motion to continue, calls to clerk and opposing counsel, drafting 
affidavits of counsel and proposed order 
Conference with Harry RE: motion for summary judgment and motion to compel, prep for motion to continue and 
motion for summary judgment 
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Exhibit A Stage I Case Preparation/ Pretrial Attorney and staff fees 
Attorney hourly fee: $200, Paralegal and Legal Secretary hourly fees: $75, $50 
4/4/2007 1.5 
4123/2007 4 
51212007 3 
5/4/2007 
5/9/2007 
5/9/2007 
5115/2007 
6/] 2/2007 
7113/2007 
8/15/2007 
8/23/2007 
8/27/2007 
914/2007 
91512007 
9/7/2007 
0.25 
l 
0.5 
0.5 
0.5 
0.5 
0.3 
1.5 
0.5 
) -
_,::, 
6 
112.5 
300 
225 
18.75 
75 
37.5 
37.5 
37.5 
37.5 
22.5 
112.5 
37.5 
187.5 
75 
450 
Review deposition in preparation for SJ hearing 
Edit motion to compel, memo in support and supporting affidavit. 
preparing for hearing on motion to compel, review of file and response, drafting points for oral argument on motion, 
reviewing rules of civil procedure, case law research on discovery and motions to compel 
conference with Patty Re; motion to compel and response received from Maguire this morning. 
Drafted Proposed order from Harry's Dictation. Faxed to Maguire for approval or proposed changes. 
Phone call to Maguires office, conf w/Harry re next proceedings 
Drafted letter to Maguire re: Production of documents. 
Confer with and or find witness- worked for Milk Products-Alliance (PW) 
Found letter on one of Jeffs transcribed tapes. Transcribed it, corrected, printed, sent to HDH for review 
Transcribed, corrected, printed for HDH's review letter to Maguire 
Edit Objection to Defendants motion for Summary judgment 
Created cover letter to Jesus, John Reitsma, Terrence Jones, Maguire, made four copies of Response to Motion to 
Strike Testimony of Ed Harness, addressed envelopes and sent. Called Ed Harness for his mailing address, made 
not to follow up, and note to ask HDH if the Response has been filed with the Court 
Organized and indexed all the information HDH gave to me, called M&M Court Reporters and requested that all 
depositions be e-mailed to me for electronic copy in order to move into TextMap 
Moved all the depositions from Microsoft Word into TextMap for HDH 
At the J&J Calf Ranch keeping watch on opposing counsel's expert 
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_ --.J ~--6 "" 1. va~e rreparat1on/ Pretrial Attorney and staff fees 
Attorney hourly fee: $200; 'aralegal and Legal Sec1etary hourly fees: $75, $50 
9/1 l/2007 4 
9/14/2007 
9/17/2007 3 
I 0/9/2007 4 
I 0/10/2007 5 
10/12/2007 2 
10/15/2007 3.3 
10/16/2007 5 
300 
75 
225 
300 
375 
150 
247.5 
375 
Work on gathering information on Mike Pusillo and Brazilian veterinarian situation 
Trial Prep for paralegal 
Created Affidavit for Luis Lugo, went to Calf Ranch, went back to office, went back to Calf Ranch and waited for 
Francisco Cervantes to arrive at Calf Ranch for one hour, got both Affidavits signed 
Made excel spreadsheets on all heifer and bull calf numbers. Called Re1tsma's office twice. Conference with HOH. 
Began the powerpoint for trial 
Finished excel spreadsheets, worked on point by point response to Pusillo's report, called Sean and made an appt. to 
meet with him, went out with HDH to meet with Sean at Dutch Brother's office, went to interview Claudio in Filer, 
worked on point by point response 
Worked on damages spreadsheet, made three calls to Jesus Hurtado for Monday 
Finalized all excel spreadsheets, called Jesus, Claudio, and Toni at Dutch Brothers Office to try and finalize medicine 
expenses for Damage Calculation. Finalized Damage Calculation spreadsheet - printed five copies of each 
spreadsheet, graph, and damage calculation (35 pages total at .25$ = $12.25) and gave them to HDH to file with 
exhibits. Went to store and bought two disposable cameras ($13.50 total). Went to Calf Ranch and took 54 
pictures. Took the cameras to Walgreens to develop and put on CD's. Went to Courthouse and asked Jerry 
Whooley to make a copy for me and then filed the Jury Instructions. Called Dutch Brothers Office regarding an 
aerial photograph of the Calf Ranch for trial exhibits 
Began work on Power-point presentation. Conference with HOH regarding power-point presentation, ration changes, 
what needs to be placed on power-point, etc. Moved all pictures on to server, moved all pictures to persona\ laptop 
for power-point, chose best pictures for trial, began power-point called Jesus, talked with Toni at office re: 
existence of aerial photograph, worked on exhibits, coped portion of interrogs for HD H's trial notebook. ca\kd 
Jerry at Courthouse for interpreter, made to-do list with HDH for tomorrow, went home and got personal 
computer, made excel spreadsheet and graph of all J&J milk replacer purchases for 2005, went through all 
of McGuire1s numbers and invoices regarding J&J 2005 milk replacer purchases and compared them with ours, 
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Exhibit A Stage I Case Preparation/ Pretrial Attorney and staff fees 
Attorney hourly fee: $200, Paralegal and Legal Secretary hourly fees: $75, $50 
l 0/16/2007 1.5 
10/\ 6/2007 4.8 
10/1812007 8 
10/19/2007 8 
l 0/20/2007 9 
l 0/21 /2007 8 
112.5 
360 
600 
600 
675 
600 
Totals: Hrs 118.05 $8853.50 
double-checked all of our invoices agamst McGuire's invoices, scanned formula data and moved it to the J&J file 
for power-point prep 
worked with Karen & Harry - trial prep 
Add new Jury Instructions; finalize Jury Instructions; prepare Exhibit List and put together Exhibits for trial: 
Telephone conference with Judge Bevan's Clerk; put together discovery binder; work on witness binder. 
Drafted Subpoenas, went to Courthouse and got them issues, brought them back and filled them out, called Ed Harnes: 
re: his location, lots of work on powerpoint, called and e-mailed Patty regarding equipment, talked with Clerk at 
courthouse about technical setup, priced tech setup at Office Max, worked on diagram of Calf Ranch, pulled pictures 
for powerpoint, talked with Jesus and Brudevald about trial schedule, went to Courthouse twice to listen and watch 
other trial utilizing powerpoint, called Joquin about Francisco and Luis' location, tried to find and print out 
McGuire's latest brief and motion to dismiss witnesses, conference with HDH regarding our status of preparation 
for the trial 
Drove to DeWitt Dairy in Wendell and served Harness, went to Office Max re: powerpoint set-up, went to Red Lion 
hotel re: powerpoint set-up, called powerpoint rental company, went home and got laptop, came back to office and 
finished point-by-point response to Pusillo, conference with HOH and Jesus, began to re-organize trial binder. 
continued work on powerpoint presentation, conference with HDH regarding subpoenas 
Worked on trial powerpoint, organized Pusillo's pictures, chose pictures from Pusillo's collection to use at trial on our 
own powerpoint, finished creating slides for each trial witness, re-organized slides, made separate slide for each 
Worked on trial powerpoint, organized Pusillo's pictures, chose pictures from Pusillo's collection to use at trial on our 
own powerpoint, finished creating slides for each trial witness, re-organized slides, made separate slide for each 
AFFIDAVIT OF HARRY DEHAAN FOR ATTORNEY FEES A.t~D COSTS l 1 
Exhibit A Stage I Case Preparation/ Pretrial Attorney and staff fees 
Attorney hourly fee: $200, Paralegal and Legal Secretary hourly fees: $75, $50 
Date Total hrs Billable$ Description Legal Secretary 
4121/2006 0.2 10 called Jesus about salesman he said he spoke with Scott McFarland for 20 minutes and Scott was a rep for Valley 
4/2812006 0.2 
5/3/2006 0.2 
6/20/2006 0.3 
6/29/2006 1.2 
6/29/2006 
6/30/2006 1.5 
7/6/2006 1.2 
7il 9/2006 0.4 
7/l 9/2006 0.3 
7/20/2006 0.8 
7/21/2006 0.8 
8/1/2006 0.3 
8/2/2006 0.6 
10 
10 
15 
60 
50 
75 
60 
20 
60 
40 
40 
15 
30 
Op 
left message for clerk to call me regarding notice of hearing and litigation plan 
working on calendar scheduling for notice of hearing 
Talked to Jesus and Tony about case 
Started editing document for amended complaint, notice and motion 
I have called Jesus and talked to him about the fact that I have made 3 phone calls to Toni at John's office asking for th, 
invoice on the milk replacer that was faulty and he ask me to call Sean and see if he could get the info1mation. I talke( 
to Sean and he said he would found the invoice and make sure that I got a copy of them. 
Drafted Motion to Amend Complaint and Amended Complaint and than faxed a Stipulation to Amend after calling to 
dates for a Hearing 
Electronic filing for the Order for the Amended Complaint. 
Called Reitsma and got the doc. needed to file the Motion to remand 
HDH Re; Scheduling 
Read doc. about remand 
Made several phone calls on Order and when it will be corning back but than found out that 
qwest is out of order 
Called and ask about proposed order being signed to add Valley Coop to Complaint 
Called to see where the Order was and was told about a problem with some of the ldaho cases and that this would be 
moved to the top of the judges pile and we would be getting the order back soon 
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Exhibit A Stage I Case Preparation/ Pretrial Attorney and staff fees 
Attorney hourly fee: $200, Paralegal and Legal Secretary hourly fees: $75, $50 
8/16/2006 2 
8/17/2006 2 
8/l 7/2006 2 
8/17/2006 4 
917/2006 1.3 
918/2006 2 
9/2712006 1.5 
1 O/l 3/2006 l .3 
l 0/13/2006 2.2 
l 0/30/2006 0.4 
11/3/2006 0.4 
12/12/2006 0.5 
l 13/2006 4 
12/14/2006 l.3 
12/14/2006 5.8 
100 
100 
100 
200 
65 
100 
75 
65 
110 
20 
20 
25 
200 
65 
290 
Did Amended Complaint adding Valley Co-op and summons talked to Melissa about change of venue 
Worked with Melissa and drafted Stipulation, Amended Complaint did research on Idaho Corp. 
Work on Case with Patty and Melissa 
Legal research of federal diversity jurisdiction 
Refilled the electronic Amended Complaint, per the Court. 
Per HOH Edited Order and Motion 
Per HOH made corrections to Summons 
David assistant called and ask me to mail the doc. and l got a phone call from the insurance company (Lisa) from 
Valley Co-op and told her that she should call Rob Williams and he could explain the addition of Valley Co-op to 
the suit. 
Worked on discovery and wrote letter to David called Jesus and foreman on ranch called Sean question on time penod 
of using and if some of the milk replacer was returned. 
returned John Reitsma's call about the case 
Confer with and or find witness John Reitsma about Deelstra and J & J and depositions. Monday 12/12/06 
called about his deposition and made appointment to come in early tomorrow morning 
Worked on file for Harry and the deposition information from Dr. Harness drafted Inter. & request for production 
Made several more phone calls on behalf of Harry to witness for case prep SEVERAL PHONE CALLS 
Worked on Correcting interrogatories and request for production per Harry; Made phone calls to expert witnesses to 
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Exhibit A Stage I Case Preparation/ Pretrial Atton1ey and staff fees 
Attorney hourly fee: $200, Paralegal and Legal Secretary hourly fees: $75, $50 
12/19/2006 0.5 
12/19/2006 0.9 
l 2/21 12006 0.9 
1/24/2007 6.3 
l /25/2007 1.2 
l /29/2007 2.3 
1/30/2007 3.5 
1/31/2007 1.4 
2/9/2007 1.2 
2/l 212007 1.2 
2/13/2007 3 .8 
2/14/2007 0.5 
2/14/2007 0.8 
2/15/2007 0.2 
25 
45 
45 
315 
60 
115 
175 
70 
60 
60 
190 
25 
40 
10 
line up interviews; conference with Harry 
Confer with and or find witness Claudio about what he did with the records or for sick calves 
Talked to Harry about the discovery that needs to go out then call Jesus about the records that Harry needed than Jesu 
thought I should call Claudio and talk to him about records and see if he had some that we needed 
Made phone calls about discovery 
Read the depositions and made a phone call to Jesus 
Went on line and researched Land O' Lakes 
Went over infonnation that I had found in going through the invoices and shipping receipts. 
Reviewed discovery received thus far, and called Jesus and asked for infonnation that I need 
Jesus came to the office, we discussed questions that Harry had prepared for him; reviewed discussion with Harry, 
Need information from Jesus; requested that he provided it immediately 
made phone calls trying to set up deposition for J & J talked to Judy and called Ed Harness 
worked with Kat on the spread sheet that Harry wants done. 
Set up Depositions made several phone calls sent out notice Scott Mc Farland and Steve Busby 
called Ed Harness 
called Judy and ask for the list of ingredients in the milk replacer from 1-01-2005-2006 
Set the work up for the spread sheet 
Faxed hearing notice out for Motion to Continue 
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2/15/2007 
2/16/2007 
2/2 l/2007 
2/23/2007 
2/26/2007 
2/2712007 
2/28/2007 
2/28/2007 
311 /2007 
3/7/2007 
3/7/2007 
3/7/2007 
3/7/2007 
Exhibit A Stage I Case Preparation/ Pretrial Attorney and sta±Tfees 
Attorney hourly fee: $200, Paralegal and Legal Secretary hourly fees: $75, $50 
1.8 90 Put together the total of milk replacer that was sold to J & J 
1.3 97.5 Transcribed Affidavit of HDH regarding Continuance of Motion for Summary Judgment Hearing. Went through 
Deposition of Jesus Hurtado and attached to Affidavit. Scanned, copied and readied for filing. 
l .4 70 Called and talked to Judy about the fact that we haven't received their reply on our intro .. and request for production 
went through the file to make sure we hadn't received the answer. Judy told me that David was in a mediation and 
that she would mail out a copy of the request to the client and ask for them to put a rush on there answers 
0.3 15 called Judy about the answer to our Intro .. and production request 
0.5 25 started working on motion to compel 
1. 7 85 worked on Motion to Compel per Harry 
2.2 110 Worked on Discovery. 
1.8 90 worked on motion to compel and setting up hear for such 
1.8 90 put all the doc in date order and than added invoice accordingly J. Duffy. Attorney at Law, Lane Powell PC, 1420 
Fifth Avenue Suite 4100, Seattle, Washington 98101-233 8 
0.2 10 Called M&M Court reporting and told them about the change in Depositions 
0.5 25 Called Terry Jones and talked to him about changing the Date of the Depositions and than called David and decided o 
March 26 for all Depositions 
1.5 75 Edited Motion to Compel and Set it for Hearing March 26 
1.2 60 Called both Judy and Terry Jones about depositions because David is going to be out of town for March 27. Terry 
ask if we could change his clients deposition to Monday so he could get that out of the way. 
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3/26/2007 
3/26/2007 
3/26/2007 
4/4/2007 
4/6/2007 
4/6/2007 
4/9/2007 
4/9/2007 
4/12/2007 
4/13/2007 
4/13/2007 
4/16/2007 
Exhibit A Stage I Case Preparation/ Pretrial Attorney and staff fees 
Attorney hourly fee: $200, Paralegal and Legal Secretary hourly fees: $75, $50 
1.4 70 Called Walco and ask for all of the medicine invoices to be faxed over and went through all of the invoice's and bill in 
with Harry to make sure that they didn't reflex the medicated milk replacer being billed out 
2.3 1 15 Typed up questions for Harry to ask Steve McFarland and Steve Busby searched Jesus depositions for Medication tha 
he added to his milk replacer fed 
1.5 75 Went the Valley Country Store and picked up the bags of milk replacer and brought back to the office for Depositions 
0.95 47.5 Worked on the documents that came in from the depo's 
1.5 75 Read the depo. of Scott McFarland and made phone call to Alliance about the milk replacer Worked in Case Map 
5 250 Preparing documents for summary judgment hearing, filing depositions with court, text map searches of depositions, 
preparing outline of argument etc. 
0.4 20 Called Alliance milk company and talked to Mr. Quenelle about the different milk products and he told me that John 
Killin would be calling me for the infonnation talked with David Killeen I put the infonnation in Actors 
Called McGuire office 
2.3 115 Went with Harry to Court 
4 200 Worked on the doc. that we received read through the invoice 
4 200 Read the depositions and worked with Stacey on a Motion to Compel wording and called David spoke to Judy about 
getting the lot numbers and infonnation on the test that were taken 
0.2 10 Called about discovery not received spoke with Judy left message for David 
0.9 45 Worked with Stacy on the wording on the Motion to Compel called David and spoke to Judy 
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4/16/2007 
4/17/2007 
4/18/2007 
4/18/2007 
4/19/2007 
4/24/2007 
4/24/2007 
5/1/2007 
5/2/2007 
5/3/2007 
5/3/2007 
5/4/2007 
5/4/2007 
5/7/2007 
Exhibit A Stage I Case Preparation/ Pretrial Attorney and staff fees 
Attorney hourly fee: $200, Paralegal and Legal Secretary hourly fees: $75, $50 
2.3 115 Worked on case talked to Jim Killeen and setup a meeting for Harry 
4 200 Called on the information from Land O' Lakes called court to set the hearing for motion to compel; Noticed the 
Hearing Motion to Compel and Affidavit in support 
1.6 80 Met with Harry on the information of on motion to Compel 
0.5 25 Conference with Patty and Harry re: motion to compel and hearing and sanctions to request 
1.5 75 Went with Harry on J & J 
0.5 25 Called Judy about the hearing date change; new date, edit documents 
2 100 Went to meeting with Harry with Jim Killing 
1.2 60 Called and talked to Judy about setting up depositions on Dr's called back and ask to set up the depo for Gary Olson 
went over dates that Harry is available 
0.8 40 Trial exhibits preparation 
0.5 25 Confer with and or find witness made phone calls for the depositions that need to be taken talked to Judy about the 
dates when Dr. England called me back with his time 
1.3 65 read the work that Stacey did and met got the doc. ready for Monday's court hearing 
1.3 65 Got Booklet together for Motion to compel printed up the email that was sent read the response and talked to Stacey 
about what to do with the response. Called Judy back about receiving the email 
0.8 40 Called Kevin Jones about being an expert witness 
0.6 30 Talked to Harry about the discovery and what needs to happen and that Kevin Jones said that he would be an expert 
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Exhibit A Stage I Case Preparation/ Pretrial Attorney and staff fees 
Attorney hourly fee: $200, Paralegal and Legal Secretary hourly fees: $75, $50 
0.5 
512212007 0.3 
5/23/2007 0.3 
6/5/2007 0.6 
7/3/2007 0.5 
7/9/2007 
7!912007 0.3 
7/9/2007 0.3 
7 !1 l /2007 0.2 
7/20/2007 1.3 
8/22/2007 0.8 
8/23/2007 1.4 
8124/2007 0.4 
3/2812007 OA 
3/28/2007 0.1 
witness 
25 With Judy about the Deposition and discovery 
15 With Judy over Deposition 
15 Judy called about changing Deposition and getting hold of Gary Olson for the week of June 25 she will call back 
30 Set depositions on Doctor and Gary Olson, July 2 
25 Prepared the expert for case called made an appt. to come office 
50 Met with Kevin Jones and Harry about case went over the documents with Kevin 
15 Prepared copies of the discovery to review to Kevin Jones 
15 Telephone call to Kevin Jone to make appt. in order to discuss discovery and prepare for trial 
10 Telephone call to Expert 
65 Worked on case and needed doc. 
40 Begin transcribing Motion in Response to Motion to Strike Dr. Harness 
70 Continue typing draft of Response to Motion to Strike Testimony of Dr. Ed Harness; make revisions to second draft. 
20 Draft letter to Dr. Scott Tripp. 
20 
20 
5 
Finish drafting Objection to Defendants' Motion to Disqualify Dr. Harness. 
lnput Supplemental Requests for Production of Documents from Land O'Lakes. 
Telephone call to Shawn re. expert from lowa visiting calf ranch and arrangements for the same. 
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Exhibit A Stage I Case Preparation/ Pretrial Attorney and staff fees 
Attorney hourly fee: $200, Paralegal and Legal Secretary hourly fees: $75, $50 
8/30/2007 1.5 
9/4/2007 
9/4/2007 3.5 
9/5/2007 3.5 
9/6/2007 0.3 
9112/2007 0.8 
9/13/2007 0.2 
9/17/2007 0.4 
9/17/2007 1.2 
9/20/2007 0.2 
9/24/2007 0.5 
10/4/2007 0.1 
I 0/8/2007 1.8 
75 
50 
175 
175 
15 
40 
10 
20 
60 
10 
25 
5 
90 
Put together and index pleadings in file. 
Prepare notes on J & J matter for trial; prepare witness index with testimony issues. 
Edit Motion in Li mine re. Formulation: revise Plaintiffs' Notice of Disclosure of Fact Witnesses: make revision to 
Plaintiffs' Objection to Motion for Summary Judgment. 
Revise Objection to Defendant Land O' Lakes' Motion for Summary Judgment; research quotes out of depositions to 
cite in bnef. 
Final revisions to Objection to Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment. 
Review Defendants' Supplemental Requests for Production of Documents; telephone call to Ed Harness re. 
documents needed; left message. 
went to Court house- filed Notice of Service of Discovery 
Prepare Supplemental Notice of Disclosure of Fact Witnesses. 
Draft Affidavit of Francisco Cervantes; draft Affidavit of HOH; revise Affidavit of Francisco Cervantes; conference 
with HOH re. Motions in Limine. 
Telephone conference with Judge Bevan's clerk re, summary judgment hearing status; conference with HOH re. 
same. 
Put together an outline of issues for trial preparation that need to be addressed. 
Telephone call to Judge's clerk re. status of Summary Judgment Motion opinion. 
Conference with HOH re. witnesses; prepare witness questions; review witness disclosures and prepare list of Plaintiff 
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Exhibit A Stage I Case Preparation/ Pretrial Attorney and staff fees 
Attorney hourly fee: $200, Paralegal and Legal Secretary hourly fees: $75, $50 
l 0/9/2007 4 200 
1 on 012007 o.8 40 
I 0/12/2007 I 50 
10/15/2007 5.8 290 
10/1712007 3 .5 
10/17/2007 1.2 60 
l 0/ 18/2007 3 150 
I 0/19/2007 0.5 
Totals: Hrs. l 67 .55 $8455.00 
and Defendant's witnesses with date disclosed; prepare trial binder for witnesses with dividers for each witness. 
Work on witness tabs for trial binder for court: draft Motion in Limine re. Dr. Pusillo; draft Third Supplemental 
Disclosure of Fact Witnesses; telephone calls to John Reitsma; telephone call to Ed Harness; telephone conference 
with Ed Harness: telephone conference with John Reitsma; assist in putting together Exhibit binder and making tabs; 
telephone conferences with HOH. 
Finalize Third Motion in Limine re. Fusillo testimony; start on Exhibit List form; prepare draft of Plaintiffs' Special 
Verdict and Plaintiffs' Requested Jury Instructions. 
Revise Notice of Hearing; telephone cal I to Judge Me1anson's Clerk; telephone call to Maguire's Office; file document~ 
with Court 
Work on drafting Jury Instructions; revise Requested Jury Instructions fonn: revise Special Verdict fonn: revise Jury 
Instructions; copy new exhibits for Exhibit List. 
Moved all depositions into TextMap, worked on pictures of powerpoint, drafted, corrected, and pnnted subpoenas for 
Harness, Cervantes, Lugo, Beltron, Brudevold, finalized translator for trial on Monday, gathered more information for 
powerpoint slides, compared powerpoint program costs online for HDH's computer 
Prepare letter to Maguire re. Exhibits and Jury Instructions; prepare additional jury instructions; prepare opening 
outline for trial; prepare questions for Dr. Harness. 
Revise Amended Jury Instructions and Plaintiffs' Requested Jury Instructions: copy new instructions to be 
hand-delivered to court and counsel; put together motion binder for Friday hearing on Plaintiffs' and Defendant's 
motions; go over witness notes for witness binder. 
Prepare Amended Jury Instruction packets for Judge and counsel for parties. 
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Exhibit B 
Exhibit B Stage II First Trial; Attorney and staff fees 
Attorney hourly fee: $200, Paralegal hourly fees: $75 
Date Total hrs 
l 0/23/2007 9 
10/24/2007 9 
I 0/25/2007 9 
10/2612007 9 
l l/2/2007 3 
1 l/13/2007 0.6 
11/27/2007 0.5 
11/28/2007 0.2 
12/6/2007 2.5 
12/6/2007 
1/242008 1.5 
l /25/2008 
TotaL Hrs: 46.3 
Billable$ 
1800 
1800 
1800 
]800 
600 
120 
100 
40 
500 
200 
300 
200 
$9,260.00 
Description Attorney Work 
HDH Trial all day 
HDH trial all day 
HOH Trial 
HDH trial ali day; verdict 
HOH Review and Respond to Motions received from Terrance Jones. Dictate to staff 
HOH Review first supplemental affidavit McGuire 
HOH Dictated and reviewed draft and final Motion Re: Attorney Fees and 
HOH Review Reply Memo in Support of CC Valley Co-Ops Motion for Attny Fees 
HDH Preparation for Hearing on Attorney fees; Argument against Directed Verdict; Research 
HDH Hearing w/Maguire on Attorney Fees 
HDH review court's memorandum Decision about Directed Verdict, etc, Costs, and motion for new trial 
HOH Dictate letter re Courts Memo Decision and Order 
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Exhibit B Stage II First Trial; Attorney and staff fees 
Attorney hourly fee: $200, Paralegal hourly fees: $75 
Date Total Hrs Billable$ Descriotion of Paraleirnl Work 
10/22/2007 9 675 At trial with HOH help in Jury Selection & Trial; and trial prep 
10/23/2007 9 
I 0/24/2007 8 
l 0/25i2007 8.3 
10/26/2007 12 
I 0/30/2007 
I 0/30/2007 3 
I 0/3 i /2007 3 
I I /1 /2007 3 
l l /6/2007 
11/13/2007 
11/21/2007 1.5 
l I /21 /2007 3 
675 
600 
622.5 
900 
75 
225 
225 
225 
75 
75 
300 
225 
At trial with HOH all day, clean up after trial, continued powerpoint work 
Trial Prep for HOH 
At trial with HOH all day, clean-up and prep for next day 
At trial all day with HOH; trial prep 
Prepare Judgment, Affidavits, Motion for Attorney Fees and Proposed Judgment. 
Conference with HOH regarding Pusillo's credentials, called Maureen in order to obtain transcript of Pusillo's testimony 
Legal research on expert witness Pusillo. 
Re-transcribed all Memos of Cost and Brief in Opposition to Defendants' Motion to Set Aside Verdict. Made 3 copies of 
each for Jonnie. 
Prepare documents. 
Read through all of McGuire's incoming documents 
HOH discussion about procedure: verification if staff followed procedure; review of Motion for Attorney fees and my 
affidavit 
Conference with HOH regarding Certificates of Mailing. Went to Courthouse with HDH to double-check if a Certificate o 
Mailing had been attached Made major corrections to the Motion for Attorneys Fees and Costs and HDH's Affidavit in 
Support for Attorneys Fees and Costs, printed three copies of each, took all to the Courthouse and filed with the Court, 
returned to office and made Fax Cover Letter to Maguire and faxed to him. Created U.S. Mail Cover Letter to Maguire anc 
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Exhibit B Stage II First Trial; Attorney and staff fees 
Attorney hourly fee: $200, Paralegal hourly fees: $75 
put in the U.S. Mail to him. 
Meet and confer with HDH regarding drafting Notice of Motion/Objection Re: Attorney Fees and Costs. 1 1/27/2007 0.1 
12/3/2007 
7.5 
75 Called John Reitsma with a status report, called Clerk's Office to make sure that they received our scheduling request, 
conference with Jonnie re: legal process of cases like this one 
Totals: Hrs. 63.9 $4935.50 
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Exhibit C 
Exhibit C Stage III Appeal; Attorney and staff fees 
Attorney hourly fee: $200, Paralegal hourly fees: $75 
Attorney work: 
Total hours: 48 Billable $: 0 
Paralegal work: 
Total hours 29 .66 Billable $0 
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Exhibit D 
Date 
l/21/2010 
3/4/2010 
3/18/2010 
3/23/20 I 0 
6/9/20 I 0 
7/21/2010 
7/22/2010 
7 /28/20 I 0 
8/3/20 l 0 
8/5/2010 
8/9/2010 
8/30/2010 
8/31/2010 
9/2/2010 
9/7/2010 
9/7/2010 
9/20/2010 
9/22/2010 
Exhibit D Stage IV Second Trial Attorney & Staff fees 
Attorney hourly fee: $200, $150 Paralegal hourly fees: $75 
Total hrs 
0.8 
3 
0.5 
0.6 
0.3 
0.4 
8 
0.3 
0.4 
3 
4 
LS 
2.5 
l.5 
1.5 
0.3 
Billable$ 
200 
160 
600 
100 
200 
120 
60 
80 
1600 
60 
80 
600 
200 
300 
500 
300 
300 
60 
Description 
HOH Telephone conference w/Dr, Tripp 
HOH Dictation to staff 
HOH preparation of Interrogatories; scheduling order 
HDH Conference with Staff on discovery 
HDH telephone conference with expert Dr. Tripp re: damages 
HDH meeting w/clients 
HDH telephone conference w/ attorney, cancel deposition, telephone conference with client, search transcnpts 
HDH telephone conference w/ B Brudevold, determine when and where deposition will take place 
Deposition in Nampa of Burdevold 
HDH dictate notes re: deposition 
HDH Telephone conference with Stoker, and Telephone conference w/Brudevold Telephone conference w/ client 
Review motion for summary judgment, review law, analyze defenses 
HDH Review of Supreme Court Ruling; communication with client 
HDH prepare Brief in Opposition to Defendant's Motion for Summary Judgment and Motion in Limine 
HDH revise docs, Telephone conference w/ client 
HDH final review of documents 
HDH Prep document, supplement Plaintiffs objection 
HDH Review file, organize w/ Andrea 
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9/29/2010 
]0/4/2010 
10/7/2010 
l 0/7/2010 
10/12/2010 
10/12/2010 
]0/] 3/2010 
10/14/2010 
10/15/2010 
10/18/2010 
10/19/2010 
10/19/2010 
10/20/2010 
l 0/20/20 l 0 
0/21/2010 
0/25/20 l 0 
l 0/251201 
0/26/2010 
Exhibit D Stage IV Second Trial Attorney & Staff fees 
Attorney hourly fee: $200, $150 Paralegal hourly fees: $75 
0.5 100 HDH Status Conference w/ HE & Andrea for trial, prep time map 
1.5 300 HDH Attend Pre-trial conference & Hearings 
2 300 RE organize file discussion w/HOH & HE 
2 400 HOH organize file discussion with RE and HE 
1.5 225 RE Trial prep 
200 HOH Trial prep 
5 1000 HDH research and prepare Motion in Limine, Trial prep 
2 300 RE Trial prep; finish research for motion in Limine and edit 
7 1050 R.E. Trial prep 
6 900 R.E. Trial prep 
9 1350 R.E research on opening argument, trial prep, attend trial 
9 1800 HDH trial prep all day in Jury trial 
9 1350 R.E. trial prep, attend trial, research for cross examination of defense experts, Speak w/ Vet Theresa Peterson 
9 1800 HOH Trial prep, in Jury trial all day 
9 1800 HDH trial prep, in Jury trial all day 
0.5 100 HDH discuss order/request for attorney fees with HE and RE 
3.5 525 R.E. Judgment & attorney fees research 
1.5 225 R.E. research issue as to whether or not attorney fees should be awarded and for how much 
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10/28/2010 
10/29/2010 
1 l!l/2010 
I !/2/2010 
11/4/2010 
11/4/2010 
l l/5/2010 
l l/8/2010 
11/9120 I 0 
Exhibit D Stage IV Second Trial i\ttorney & Staff fees 
Attorney hourly fee: $200, $150 Paralegal hourly fees: $75 
4.5 
2 
9 
4 
8 
7 
5 
675 
300 
150 
1350 
200 
600 
1200 
1050 
750 
R.E. prep motion and affidavit of Harry De Haan for attorney fees and costs 
R.E. finish motion and affidavit for attorney fees and costs 
R.E. Gather and decipher information for exhibits 
R.E. Prepare exhibits in support of motion for attorney fees 
HOH review motion and affidavit for attorney fees and costs 
R.E. Edit exhibits in support of motion for attorney fees and costs 
R.E. Edit exhibits in support of motion for attorney fees and costs 
R.E. organize file discussion with HOH 
R.E. final correction of Exhibits and prepare to file Motion and Affidavit for Attorney fees and costs 
Totals: Hrs. 151.1 $25,520.00 
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Exhibit E 
Exhibit E 
1 Exhibits t Total Hours ! Total Labor I l l 
1: 
1 408.44 141,028.50 ! 
\ 110.2 
l 
\ 14,195.50 
j 
J 
-1 C 177,66 10 
I 
D 151.1 ! 25,520 00 
I 
-J 
Totals 747.4 180,744.00 
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